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Abstract—Cluster scheduling based on the prior estimation of job execution time is vulnerable to inaccurate estimates. To avoid performance degradation due to this misestimation, recent studies have proposed cluster schedulers that do not rely on prior estimation. However, they do not assume tasks with multi-type heterogeneous computing resource demands, resulting in high job latency in real environments. Unfortunately, the optimal scheduling of such tasks is inherently difficult. In this paper, we present a cluster scheduler that heuristically handles multi-type heterogeneous resource demands without prior estimation. To reduce job latency, especially that of short jobs, our scheduler employs two techniques: (1) distributing tasks to nodes based on the similarity between resource demands and availability to simultaneously run as many tasks as possible, and (2) finding a suitable set of tasks for preemption in a node to minimize the number of task preemptions. Experimental evaluations using a real cluster and practical workloads confirm that our scheduler reduced the 90th percentile of slowdown rates by 6.4% and the 99th percentile by 29% compared to a naive extension of Kairos, an existing non-estimation-based scheduler. The experimental results also demonstrate that our scheduler is more effective when workloads have higher heterogeneity in resource demands.

Index Terms—Cluster scheduling, resource management

I. INTRODUCTION

Using computer clusters consisting of many nodes and large storage is now common for processing large amounts of data. A cluster is usually shared by many users in a company or a research institute, and therefore it must handle jobs with various characteristics. Each job consists of several tasks, and each task demands various types and amounts of computing resources (e.g., CPU, memory, and I/O bandwidth) specified by the users. Cluster schedulers are supposed to allocate the demanded resources to the tasks and manage job execution to minimize the latency of each job (i.e., the time from job submission to completion) and achieve high job throughput.

One of the characteristics of recent cluster workloads is heterogeneity in execution time [1], [2]. Fig. 1 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of task execution times extracted from cluster traces at Google [3] and Alibaba (2018 version) [4]. While most tasks have short execution times of a few seconds to hundreds of seconds, a few tasks take a couple of hours. The coefficients of variation (CoV) reach up to 2.97 and 6.60 for Google and Alibaba traces, respectively. This is because typical modern cluster workloads are composed of short jobs, such as database queries and software development, and long jobs, such as large data conversion and analysis. Short jobs generally have stringent latency requirements, while long jobs can tolerate relatively high latency. Thus, reducing the latency of short jobs has become increasingly important for modern cluster schedulers.

To reduce the latency of short jobs in the face of heterogeneous execution time, most existing cluster schedulers rely on the prior estimation of job execution time [5]–[16]. For example, prioritizing a job that is expected to be short reduces the time until the job completes. The estimates are usually generated by a system or provided by users before scheduling. The accuracy of this estimation greatly affects the performance of estimation-based schedulers. Unfortunately, estimation systems often fail to achieve sufficient accuracy [17], and user predictions are generally also inaccurate [18], leading to sub-
optimal scheduling performance [19], [20].

To avoid performance degradation due to misestimation, recent studies have proposed cluster schedulers that do not rely on prior estimation [17], [21]–[23]. They reduce the latency of short jobs by, for example, approximating a job’s execution time by its cumulative executed time (CET) and prioritizing jobs with short CETs. However, these schedulers either do not explicitly handle resource allocation, or they assume that each task demands a single-type homogeneous amount of resources. This limits their applicability to real-world clusters.

In fact, tasks in real environments demand multi-type resources, and their amounts are highly heterogeneous [1], [7]. Table I shows the statistics of resource demands in the Google and Alibaba traces. In both traces, tasks demand two types of resources: CPU and memory. In the Google trace, the CoVs of the CPU and memory demands reach 0.81 and 0.91, respectively. Moreover, the correlation coefficients between the CPU and memory demands are small in both traces: 0.33 and 0.28 in the Google and Alibaba traces, respectively. Grandl et al. reported that other production clusters also have little correlation between the demands of various resource types [7].

Cluster schedulers must consider these characteristics; otherwise, they will likely produce sub-optimal performances. If a scheduler considers only a particular type of resource, other resources might be overallocated. For example, the default schedulers of YARN [24] consider only memory demands, which can overallocate CPU and slowdown CPU-intensive jobs. Also, if a scheduler allocates resources in proportion to a single type of resource, as in slot-based schedulers, internal resource fragmentation can occur, leading to low utilization. Unfortunately, scheduling jobs with multi-type heterogeneous resource demands is far from trivial; it is analogous to the multi-dimensional online bin packing problem. The bin packing problem is NP-hard even in the one-dimensional offline case, and more difficult in the multi-dimensional online case.

In this paper, we present a cluster scheduler that heuristically handles multi-type heterogeneous resource demands without relying on the prior estimation of job execution time. Our scheduler is based on Kairos [17], which uses preemption to reduce the chance of head-of-line (HoL) blocking while not assuming prior estimation. Our goal in this paper is to extend Kairos to reduce job latency, especially that of short jobs, in the face of multi-type heterogeneous resource demands.

To achieve this goal, we introduce two heuristic techniques: (1) To simultaneously run as many tasks as possible on a cluster, a cluster-level central scheduler distributes a task to a node whose distribution of available resources is similar to that of the task’s resources demand. This technique reduces the time from job submission to starting under medium and high loads. (2) To minimize the number of task preemptions, a node scheduler on each node finds a suitable set of running tasks for preemption that meets the multi-type heterogeneous resource demand of each waiting task. This technique minimizes the number of unnecessary preemptions, thus reducing the time from job starting to completion under high loads. Coupled together, these techniques reduce job latency, the time from job submission to completion.

We implemented a prototype of our scheduler by extending YARN and compared its performance against a naive extension of Kairos. On a 32-node real cluster and with workloads derived from the well-studied Google trace, our scheduler reduced the 90th percentile of slowdown rates by 6.4% and the 99th percentile by 29%. We also confirmed that our scheduler is more effective under higher heterogeneity in resource demands and that it incurs only negligible overhead.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly discuss related work. We describe the design of our scheduler in Sec. III and its implementation on YARN in Sec. IV. We experimentally evaluate our scheduler in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Cluster Scheduling with Execution Time Estimation

To achieve low latency for short jobs in the face of heterogeneous execution time, most existing cluster schedulers rely on the prior estimation of execution time. EASY [5] introduced backfilling, which executes short jobs when a long job at the top of the queue cannot run due to resource shortage. Carastan-Santos et al. [6] argued that Smallest Area First policy with backfilling provides a performance improvement over EASY while maintaining simplicity. Tetris [7], Graphene [8], Yaq [9], and Peacock [10] reduce the latency of short jobs by prioritizing them through Shortest Remaining Time First policy.

Hybrid schedulers combine a centralized scheduler and a set of distributed schedulers to handle short and long jobs independently. Mercury [11] makes high-quality scheduling decisions for long jobs in a centralized component and quickly assigns short jobs to workers in distributed components. Hawk [12] and Eagle [13] reserve a portion of cluster resources to guarantee the immediate execution of short jobs. Pigeon [14], a hierarchical scheduler that divides workers into groups, also reserves some workers for short jobs.

Both Big-C [15] and Neptune [16] reduce the latency of short jobs by suspending long jobs and dynamically reassigning their resources to short jobs. Big-C leverages container-based virtualization and Neptune uses coroutines. Neptune assumes that each task demands a single CPU core.

The estimates are usually generated by a system or provided by users before scheduling. For a recurring job, a system can estimate the execution times of the job’s tasks from its history [25]. Also, existing studies presented estimation techniques based on profiling [26] or execution in a simulated
Unfortunately, they cannot efficiently estimate the execution time with sufficient accuracy [17], and user predictions are generally also inaccurate [18]. Scheduling jobs in the belief that the estimates are reliable will likely result in sub-optimal scheduling performance [19], [20].

To reduce estimation error, JamaisVu [28] tracks the estimation accuracy with different sets of job features and adaptively uses the most effective feature set. 3Sigma [19] mitigates performance degradation due to misestimation by leveraging full distributions of execution time history instead of point estimates. Although these studies had some success, estimation error is essentially inevitable, and estimation-based schedulers still cannot achieve optimal scheduling performance.

B. Cluster Scheduling without Estimation

As another approach to coping with the misestimation of execution time, recent studies have proposed cluster schedulers that do not rely on the prior estimation of execution time. A. Ilyushkin et al. presented several non-estimation-based scheduling algorithms for DAG-structured jobs and found that a backfilling-based algorithm could reduce job latency in practice [21]. Tyrex [22] avoids HoL blocking by partitioning cluster resources and migrating long-running jobs to a dedicated partition to make room for other jobs. Both LAS_MQ [23] and Kairos [17] exploit jobs' cumulative executed times by following Least Attained Service policy [29]. Kairos leverages task preemptions to reduce the chance of HoL blocking. Although these schedulers either do not explicitly handle resource allocation or assume that each task demands single-type homogeneous resources, tasks in real environments demand highly heterogeneous amounts of resources of multiple types [1], [7]. Scheduling without considering this characteristic results in sub-optimal performance.

C. Handling Multi-type Heterogeneous Resource Demands

Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [30] and its derivatives satisfy desirable properties for fairness among jobs in the face of multi-type heterogeneous resource demands. However, DRF does not focus on other performance metrics, such as job latency and throughput. To improve job throughput, Tetris increases resource efficiency by adopting a heuristic algorithm that packs multi-type heterogeneous resource demands into node capacities. However, Tetris relies on estimated execution time to reduce the latency of short jobs. Skewness-avoidance multi-resource allocation (SAMR) [31] efficiently allocates virtual machines that demand multi-type heterogeneous resources. SAMR works for IaaS clouds, which have virtually unlimited resources, meaning that it cannot be straightforwardly applied to most clusters, which have limited resources. RUPAM [32] is a cluster scheduler for Spark [33] and is aware of heterogeneity in both resource demands and underlying hardware. For each resource type, RUPAM greedily matches a node that has the lowest contention for the type to a task that likely has the type as its bottleneck. RUPAM does not consider multiple resource types simultaneously in its scheduling process. DeepPlace [34] learns a job scheduling strategy using deep reinforcement learning and is aware of multiple resource types. It has a scalability problem originating from the nature of deep reinforcement learning: as the number of nodes or the number of job types increases, the size of the search space increases exponentially. This makes the learning process take a long time and converge to a worse value.

III. Design

A. Assumptions

We assume that tasks are preemptible, i.e., they can be suspended when needed and resumed thereafter. Suspension preserves the execution progress of a preempted task, and the allocated resources become available to other tasks. At the resumption, the resources are restored to the preempted task, and it resumes running instead of starting again from the beginning. This preemption can be realized by using container-based virtualization as in Big-C [15].

For simplicity, we also assume that tasks in a job can be executed independently. Supporting dependencies between tasks in a job will be tackled in our future work.

B. Architecture Overview

We extend Kairos [17] to efficiently handle multi-type heterogeneous resource demands. Similar to Kairos, our proposed cluster scheduler has a two-level hierarchical architecture consisting of a central scheduler on a master node and a node scheduler on each worker node (Fig. 2). Submitted jobs are first stored in a queue at the central scheduler in order of their submission. The central scheduler distributes tasks in each job one by one consecutively to appropriate nodes. The task distribution algorithm is intended to be simple so that the central scheduler will not be a bottleneck in a cluster management system. We discuss the overhead and scalability of our cluster scheduler in Sec. V-E.

Then, the node schedulers locally manage the execution of the assigned tasks on each node. Upon a task assignment, a node scheduler immediately starts the task if the node has sufficient resources available for the task’s demand (i.e., resources not allocated to other running tasks). Otherwise, the node scheduler tries to suspend one or more running tasks to make room for the new task. Waiting tasks (i.e., those not yet started or suspended) are stored in a per-node queue, and the node scheduler later tries to start or resume them. The node schedulers handle the assigned tasks locally, and by design, they do not support migrating tasks across nodes. This is because task migrations incur extra costs, such as building an execution environment and transferring input data and suspended progress [16], [17].

As mentioned in Sec. 1, it is becoming increasingly important for modern cluster schedulers to reduce the latency of short jobs. We divide this goal into two parts and address them in separate scheduler components: (1) the central scheduler reduces the time from job submission to starting, and (2) the node schedulers reduce the time from job starting to completion. The following two subsections describe the scheduling methods employed in these components in detail. Note that
improving job throughput is not the primary goal of our scheduler. Nevertheless, experimental evaluations (see Sec. V-B) show that our scheduler did not degrade job throughput.

C. Central Scheduler

1) Reducing the Time from Submission to Starting: In the central scheduler, we aim to reduce the time from job submission to starting. To achieve this goal, the central scheduler must simultaneously run as many tasks as possible on the cluster. This can be achieved by packing multi-type heterogeneous resource demands into the nodes’ resource capacities.

When each task demands multi-type heterogeneous resources, the problem of packing tasks to nodes is analogous to the multi-dimensional online bin packing problem. Each task and node correspond to a ball and a bin, respectively. The balls and bins have the same dimensions as the number of resource types, and their sizes are proportional to the amounts of tasks’ resource demands and nodes’ capacities, respectively. Although the bin packing problem is NP-hard even in the one-dimensional offline case, and more difficult in the multi-dimensional online case, there exists a heuristic that efficiently packs balls into bins in the multi-dimensional cases [35]. We adapt this heuristic to the task distribution in the central scheduler to decide a node to which a task should be assigned.

In our heuristic, the central scheduler defines similarity between a task’s resource demand and each node’s availability, and it assigns the task to the node with the highest similarity. As an illustration, consider the situation depicted in Fig. 3. The central scheduler is trying to assign a task to one of two nodes. Because the task demands more CPU than memory and the right node has more available CPU than that of the left node, the central scheduler considers the right node to be more similar to the task than the left node. The nodes do not need to have lots of available memory because the task demands only a small amount of memory. By using this heuristic, the resources on each node will be efficiently used up for all types. Note that Tetris [7] adopts a similar heuristic for cluster scheduling, but it is done in a different way to ours. While Tetris uses the heuristic (coupled with estimated execution time) to decide which task to execute next, our central scheduler uses it to decide a node to which a task should be assigned.

Specifically, given a task and a list of nodes, the central scheduler calculates similarity scores between the task and each node. The similarity score between a task and a node is the dot product of the demanded and available resources:

$$\text{Similarity}(\text{task}, \text{node}) = \sum_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \frac{D_r F_r}{C_r^2}$$  

(1)

where $\mathcal{R}$ is the set of resource types, and $D_r$ and $F_r$ are the amounts of resources demanded by the task and available on the node, respectively, for type $r$. To ensure that this formula is invariant to the units of resources, $D_r$ and $F_r$ are normalized by $C_r$, the node capacity. $F_r$ is calculated as the difference between $C_r$ and the total resource demand of the assigned and uncompleted tasks, and it can thus be negative if the total demand exceeds $C_r$. If a node has a higher load than a threshold (see Sec. III-C2), the node is removed from the node list. Then, the central scheduler assigns the task to the node with the highest similarity score, if it exists. In the case of Fig. 3, because the task demands more CPU than memory, the resource availability is weighted more heavily towards CPU. The right node, which has more available CPU than that of the left node, thus has a higher similarity score.

2) Load Balancing: To reduce the time from job submission to starting, the central scheduler may assign a task to a node even when all nodes are over-loaded, i.e., do not have sufficient resources available for the task. In this case, the newly assigned task preempts one or more running tasks on the node and completes quickly if it has only a short execution time. When distributing a task to over-loaded nodes, it is essential to balance the loads among nodes [9], [36], [37]. If a particular node has a much higher load than those of others, tasks on the highly-loaded node will get fewer chances to run, resulting in higher latency of the job it belongs to.

To balance the loads among nodes, the above task distribution algorithm (Sec. III-C1) works automatically. By definition, a highly-loaded node has a low or negative amount of available resources ($F_r$), and its similarity score calculated by Eq. 1 is thus lower than those of other less-loaded nodes. Conversely, the node with the highest similarity score has the lowest load. Note that, because the similarity scores depend
on the task’s resource demand \( (D_r) \), the values of loads also vary with what task is to be distributed.

In case of a much higher cluster load, the central scheduler does not assign a task to a node whose load factor is higher than a configurable threshold \( L \). The load factor is defined as the norm of the normalized total resource demand of the assigned and uncompleted tasks:

\[
\text{LoadFactor}(\text{node}) = \left( \sum_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \left( \frac{D_r}{C_r} \right)^2 \right)^{1/2}.
\]  

(2)

If all nodes have higher load factors than \( L \), the central scheduler waits until the load factor of at least one node falls below \( L \). The remaining tasks are kept in the central scheduler and are distributed to low-loaded nodes later so that the tasks will get more chances to run.

If \( L \) is small, under high loads, fewer tasks will be distributed to nodes. This means that many tasks will have to wait in the central scheduler, but tasks running on the nodes will be preempted fewer times. On the contrary, if \( L \) is large, the wait time in the central scheduler will be reduced, but running tasks will be preempted more often. Sensitivity analysis on the setting of \( L \) (see Sec. V-D) suggests that our cluster scheduler is robust against sub-optimal settings.

Note that the scheduling algorithm of the central scheduler does not assume that all nodes have the same resource capacity. The similarity scores (Eq. 1) and load factors (Eq. 2) are calculated for each node independently, with normalization by its capacity. Thus, the algorithm can handle heterogeneous nodes within a cluster without modification. Also note that the algorithm does not limit the resource types to CPU and memory. It can, in theory, handle other types, such as I/O bandwidth and GPU.

3) Placement Constraints: Modern cluster workloads often have placement constraints [38], [39], which are divided into two categories: (1) tasks with hard constraints can run only on particular types of nodes that satisfy a specific condition, and (2) tasks with soft constraints prefer particular types of nodes over others, but can run on others at the cost of slowdown.

The central scheduler handles hard constraints by filtering out nodes that do not satisfy the condition. To deal with soft constraints, our scheduler lets users and other system components specify node preferences by numbers for each task. Then, the central scheduler weights the similarity scores by the preference values for each node and picks the node with the highest weighted score. The setting of the preference is up to users and other system components because the exact setting depends on the cluster configuration and workloads.

D. Node Scheduler

1) Reducing the Time from Starting to Completion: As mentioned in Sec. I, modern cluster workloads have heterogeneity in execution time. Short jobs generally have stringent latency requirements, while long jobs can tolerate relatively high latency. Thus, the node schedulers should reduce the latency of short jobs by avoiding HoL blocking. To achieve this, under high loads, the node schedulers must preempt running tasks of long jobs and (re)start waiting tasks of short jobs instead. The problem is that our cluster scheduler does not assume prior information about the execution time.

To tackle this problem, our node schedulers use an algorithm based on Least Attained Service (LAS) policy [29], similar to LAS_MQ [23] and Kairos [17]. To reduce the latency of short jobs without the prior estimation of execution time, LAS approximates a task’s true execution time by its cumulative executed time (CET; also called ‘attained service’) and prioritizes tasks with short CETs. LAS avoids HoL blocking by preempting long-CET running tasks and (re)starting short-CET waiting tasks instead. Because LAS is particularly effective when a workload has high variance in execution time [40], it is expected to work well for modern cluster workloads.

Unfortunately, the naïve employment of LAS can cause unnecessary preemptions when tasks demand heterogeneous resources. Due to this heterogeneity, a preempted task may not offer the resources demanded by a waiting task. If a node scheduler preempted running tasks greedily in decreasing order of CET until it obtains sufficient resources, one or more running tasks may be unnecessarily preempted. As an illustration, consider the case depicted in Fig. 4. Let the waiting task to resume be \( t \), and suppose that there are three running tasks, \( r_1, r_2, \) and \( r_3 \), in decreasing order of CET and the whole node capacity is separately allocated to them. Because \( t \) has a shorter CET than those of the running tasks, the node scheduler tries to preempt one or more running tasks and resume \( t \) instead. The naïve LAS will greedily preempt all running tasks before it obtains sufficient resources for \( t \). However, \( r_1 \) does not need to be preempted; preempting only \( r_2 \) and \( r_3 \) offers 5 CPU cores and 8 units of memory, which sufficiently meet \( t \)’s demand.

Because preempted tasks must wait until they are resumed later and will suffer late completion, the number of task preemptions should be minimized. Although LAS preferentially preempts tasks with long CETs, if a node scheduler performs unnecessary preemptions, it will eventually preempt tasks with medium or short CETs, especially under high loads. Moreover, even for long jobs, cluster schedulers should not compromise their latency.
To avoid unnecessary preemptions, we modify LAS to find a suitable set of running tasks for preemption that offers sufficient resources for accommodating a waiting task. This is done by examining the total allocated resources for each set of running tasks. Specifically, letting running tasks be $r_0, r_1, r_2, \ldots$ in decreasing order of CET, a node scheduler scans sets of running tasks in the following order to generate preemption candidates:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{r_0\}, \\
\{r_1, r_0\}, \\
\{r_2, r_0\}, \\
\{r_2, r_1\}, \\
\{r_2, r_1, r_0\}, \\
\ldots
\end{align*}
\]

If a running task does not offer sufficient resources for a waiting task, the node scheduler combines it with other longer-CET running tasks and checks whether the combination offers sufficient resources. In the case of Fig. 4, because $r_2$ (as well as any combination of $r_0$ and $r_1$) does not offer sufficient resources for $t$, the node scheduler skips preemting $r_2$ and proceeds to combine it with $r_0$ and/or $r_1$. Then, the node scheduler realizes that the set $\{r_2, r_0\}$ will suffice for $t$’s demand and preempts them, leaving $r_1$ untouched.

2) Algorithm: Alg. 1 shows the algorithm to generate preemption candidates. For each running task, this algorithm first generates a preemption candidate consisting of the running task alone (Lines 3 and 4). Then, it generates other preemption candidates by combining the task with previously-generated candidates (Lines 5–9).

When a node has $n$ running tasks, the number of possible preemption candidates reaches $2^n - 1$. Because scanning all candidates in the case of large $n$ will take a long time, Alg. 1 considers up to the first $N$ running tasks in decreasing order of CET (Line 2). If preemting all $N$ running tasks will not suffice for the demand of a waiting task, the node scheduler skips (re)starting the waiting task and proceeds to process another waiting task. In our experiments (see Sec. V-B), $N$ did not need to be larger than 3 or 4.

Alg. 2 shows the overall algorithm of a node scheduler based on the modified LAS described above. First, it tries to start new tasks (i.e., those not yet started) immediately upon assignment (Lines 1 and 2). Because most tasks require only short durations to complete (as seen in Fig. 1), immediately starting newly assigned tasks reduces the latency of short jobs with high probability. If the node’s available resources are not sufficient for the task’s demand, the node scheduler tries to preempt one or more running tasks using the modified LAS and start the new task instead (Lines 14–19). If it fails to find a preemption candidate that offers sufficient resources, it skips starting the new task (Line 20). The node scheduler performs this process for all new tasks in order of job submission.

Then, the node scheduler tries to resume suspended tasks in increasing order of CET (Lines 5–8). To ensure that tasks are not preempted too frequently, the node schedulers implement a starvation prevention mechanism. If a running task has not been running for a certain no-interference period since its most recent (re)start, the task is filtered out from the list of running tasks (Lines 3 and 4). The length of the no-interference period is calculated as $W \times (P + 1)$, where $W$ is a configurable duration and $P$ is the number of times the task has been preempted. Tasks with shorter execution times than $W$ will likely complete quickly because they are not preempted by other suspended tasks. Thus, the value of $W$ should be configured so that roughly 20% to 40% of tasks in a workload will have execution times shorter than $W$. The period becomes longer every time the task is preempted, which prevents an unfair situation where long tasks are preempted many times.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype of our cluster scheduler by extending YARN [24], which is widely used as the resource management framework for Hadoop [41]. In YARN, a ResourceManager on a master node arbitrates the cluster-wide resource allocation among jobs. It defines a scheduler...
interface and has some implementations, including the default CapacityScheduler. The scheduler distributes tasks to worker nodes by communicating with NodeManager daemons running on each worker node. A NodeManager allocates a logical bundle of resources to each assigned task, and a ContainerManager in the node manages task execution.

We implemented our central scheduler by extending the CapacityScheduler. The implementation either distributes tasks to worker nodes or waits if all nodes have higher loads than a threshold, as described in Sec. III-C.

We implemented a node scheduler as a new thread spawned from the ContainerManager. The thread runs a scheduling loop periodically (every 1s in our experiments), where the node scheduler updates the CETs of running tasks, and (re)starts or suspends tasks by following Alg. 2. As the implementation of task preemptions, our node schedulers use a container-based lightweight mechanism [15], as in Kairos. It executes a task in a container and preempts the task by dynamically reducing the resources allocated to the container.

V. Evaluation

We evaluated our cluster scheduler using a real cluster and workloads derived from a production environment. Here, we report the following experiments:

- In Sec. V-B, we compare the performance of our scheduler against YARN [24] and Kairos [17].
- In Sec. V-C, we show the impact of the degree of heterogeneity in tasks’ resource demands.
- In Sec. V-D, we analyze the sensitivity of our scheduler to different parameter settings.
- In Sec. V-E, we evaluate the overhead and scalability of the scheduling algorithm.

A. Setup

We used a cluster of CloudLab [42], [43] for evaluation. The cluster consisted of 32 bare-metal c220g5 nodes: one master (ResourceManager) and 31 workers (NodeManagers). We configured each worker to manage 16 cores/32 threads of Intel Xeon Silver 4114 processors and 64 GB RAM. Nodes were connected at 10 Gbps. We installed Ubuntu 18.04 (Linux kernel 4.15.0) and JDK 1.8.0 on all nodes.

To create realistic workloads, we first approximated the empirical distributions of tasks extracted from the well-studied Google trace [3] in terms of execution time, CPU demands, and memory demands with separate log-normal distributions. We used log-normal distributions because the empirical distributions can be approximated well by power-law-like heavy-tailed distributions [1]. We truncated the distribution of execution times at 45 min. 96% of tasks had execution times shorter than 45 min. Then, we sampled values from the distributions to generate 500 Hadoop WordCount jobs. Each job had eight identical mapper tasks and one reducer task, and each task demanded the sampled numbers of cores and amount of memory. We rounded values of memory demands to multiples of 512 MB. We modified the WordCount source code to conduct an extra computation while consuming the demanded resources so that we could increase a task’s execution time by a controllable amount. A task would take the duration of the sampled value to complete if it had been executed alone on the cluster. The job inter-arrival time followed a Poisson distribution with \(\lambda = 5\) so that we could evaluate the cluster schedulers under medium- and high-load conditions. The resulting workloads took approximately 100 min to complete.

We compared our scheduler against YARN Capacity Scheduler, Random scheduler, and Kairos. Random scheduler shares the central scheduler with ours, but its node schedulers preempt running tasks at random until they obtain sufficient resources for a waiting task. Because Kairos assumes single-type homogeneous resource demands, we modified it naively so that we could input multi-type heterogeneous resource demands. Specifically, we modified Kairos node schedulers to greedily preempt running tasks in decreasing order of CET until they obtain sufficient resources for a waiting task. For the parameters of our scheduler, unless otherwise noted, we set the threshold of load factors to \(L = 2.0\), the maximum number of running tasks to be considered for preemption to \(N = 4\), and the base length of no-interference periods to \(W = 120s\). Approximately 28% of tasks had execution times shorter than 120s. We used Hadoop 2.7.7, the latest version of the 2.7 series on which the original Kairos was implemented, as the base source code. A task ran in a container using Docker 19.03.5 with an image sequenceiq/hadoop-docker:2.4.1.

B. Job Performance

We evaluated the cluster schedulers based on the distributions of slowdown rates. The slowdown rate of a job is defined as the actual job latency divided by the hypothetical execution time if the job was executed alone on the cluster. The distribution of slowdown rates is thus an index for measuring latency with emphasis on short jobs.

Fig. 5 plots the CDF of slowdown rates for the workloads. Compared to Kairos, our scheduler reduced the 90th percentile of slowdown rates by 6.4% and the 99th percentile by 29%. Our scheduler was more effective in reducing tail latency; the maximum slowdown rate was 47% lower than that of Kairos. Compared to YARN and Random scheduler, our scheduler reduced the 90th percentile by 61% and 46%, and the 99th percentile by 75% and 63%, respectively. Average latencies were 906 s, 1006 s, 835 s, and 786 s with YARN, Random scheduler, Kairos, and our scheduler, respectively.

One reason for this improvement is that our central scheduler distributes tasks to nodes so that as many tasks as possible will run simultaneously on a cluster. Fig. 6 shows the numbers of waiting and running tasks on the nodes with Kairos and our scheduler during the experiments. The lines show the averages of all nodes, and the filled ranges show the intervals of two standard deviations from the averages. Our scheduler executed more tasks than that of Kairos with less deviation under the medium- to high-load conditions. This result implies that our scheduler successfully reduced the time from job submission to starting by distributing tasks based on the similarity between resource demands and availability. Fig. 6 also shows that our
scheduler did not degrade job throughput. Rather, as seen in the right of the figure, the jobs in the workload completed at a faster pace than that of Kairos.

Another reason for the improvement is that our node schedulers reduce the number of preemptions, allowing more tasks to continue running without interference. Our scheduler reduced the total number of preemptions by 38.3% compared to Kairos (from 812 to 501). Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the numbers of preemptions. Our scheduler preempted tasks no more than 18 times, while Kairos preempted tasks up to 51 times. This is because our node schedulers have the starvation prevention mechanism to prevent frequent preemptions (Sec. III-D2). Thus, the number of preemptions was kept small, preventing an unfair situation where a task suffered a severe slowdown. This can also be seen in the low maximum slowdown rate in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the numbers of running tasks preempted together in the preemption processes (Lines 14–19 in Alg. 2) to make room for a waiting task. With our scheduler, 95% of preemption processes preempted only a single running task, while with Kairos, the percentage was 79%. Our scheduler minimized the number of tasks preempted in each preemption process by examining the heterogeneous resource demands of waiting and running tasks. Only 0.17% of the processes preempted four tasks, meaning that $N$ (the maximum number of running tasks to be considered for preemption) could be set as small as 3.

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of slowdown rates while varying the scaling factor. As the scaling factor increased, the workloads had higher heterogeneity in resource demands. In all box plots in this paper, the whiskers are at the 5th and 99th percentiles. With Kairos, the slowdown rates increased as the degree of heterogeneity increased. In contrast, our scheduler maintained low slowdown rates, almost regardless of the degree of heterogeneity. This result suggests that our scheduler minimized the impact of high heterogeneity in resource demands.

D. Parameter Sensitivity

We next analyzed how our scheduler performs under different settings of $L$ (threshold of load factors) and $W$ (base length of no-interference periods). Similar to Sec. V-C, we used an 8-node cluster and 100-job workloads.

Fig. 10 shows the distribution of slowdown rates with Kairos and our scheduler with different settings of $L$ and $W$ values. For $L$, while the settings $L = 1.5$, 2.5, 3.0 gave worse
performs better than Kairos. For $W$, the duration 90 s, 120 s, 150 s, and 180 s were longer than the execution times of approximately 22%, 28%, 34%, and 39% of tasks, respectively. As with $L$, the sub-optimal settings of $W$ performed worse than the best setting $W = 120$ s, but our scheduler consistently performed better than Kairos. These results imply that our scheduler has sufficient robustness against sub-optimal parameter settings.

E. Overhead and Scalability

Finally, we evaluated the overhead our scheduling algorithm imposes on a cluster management system and the scalability of our central scheduler in terms of the number of nodes.

1) Central Scheduler: Because all submitted jobs are first processed in the central scheduler, it could be a bottleneck for a cluster management system if it incurs high overhead. Some modern clusters have more than 10,000 nodes [44], and thus the central scheduler should process jobs within several milliseconds for such large clusters. To quantify this overhead on a large scale, we extracted the algorithm of the central scheduler into a standalone Java program and measured its computation time with dummy nodes and dummy job input. The nodes and tasks had resource capacities and demands of randomly selected values. We first warmed up the JVM and then input $2^{16}$ dummy jobs for each experiment.

Fig. 11 plots the distribution of durations for the central scheduler to schedule a task with variable numbers of nodes (log-log scale).

Fig. 12 plots the distribution of durations for the node schedulers to run the scheduling loop once.

These results imply that our central scheduler has sufficiently low overhead in most cases.

2) Node Scheduler: The node schedulers perform more complicated computations compared to the central scheduler. Although they run in parallel on each worker node, they should process assigned tasks with low overhead to reduce job latency. We also observed that the central scheduler incurred only negligible overhead. It took less than 1 ms in most cases with $2^{14} (> 10,000)$ nodes. Even with $2^{16}$ nodes, the computation time was as small as several milliseconds in most cases. We also observed that the central scheduler incurred only negligible overhead. It took less than 1 ms in most cases with $2^{14} (> 10,000)$ nodes. Even with $2^{16}$ nodes, the computation time was as small as several milliseconds in most cases.

Although they run in parallel on each worker node, they should process assigned tasks with low overhead to reduce job latency. We also observed that the central scheduler incurred only negligible overhead. It took less than 1 ms in most cases with $2^{14} (> 10,000)$ nodes. Even with $2^{16}$ nodes, the computation time was as small as several milliseconds in most cases.

Combining the results from Sec. V-E1 and Sec. V-E2, we believe that our cluster scheduler imposes only negligible overhead on a cluster management system and that it is scalable to more than 10,000 nodes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a cluster scheduler that heuristically handles multi-type heterogeneous resource demands without relying on the prior estimation of execution time. To reduce job latency, especially that of short jobs, our scheduler employs two techniques: (1) distributing tasks to nodes based on the similarity between resource demands and availability, and (2) finding the minimal set of tasks for preemption by examining the heterogeneous resource demands. Experimental evaluations on a real cluster and with practical workloads demonstrate that our scheduler reduces job latency without imposing high overhead and that it is more effective under higher heterogeneity in resource demands.
Future directions include incorporating job-aware strategies into our scheduler to support complicated job structures and inter-task dependencies. We also plan to explore the integration with estimation-based scheduling methods.
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